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Abstract: The increasing use of Information Systems (IS) in diverse business 
sectors and the growing degree of mobility has changed the traditional use of 
Information Technologies (IT) in the economy. While Big Data is a current issue 
in the telecommunication and trade sector, high data intensity is also in the service 
sector given. Especially in the Technical Customer Service (TCS) area, a large 
variety of information and data exist that are needed for a service process or that 
result from them. In this paper, a conceptual framework for Big Data-based 
Service Management of the TCS is presented revealing opportunities and 
improvements for both product and service development. These opportunities lead 
to generating value from the use of large datasets and applying advanced analytical 
methods to increase efficiency and service quality. Finally, with the help of the 
framework an optimized Product-Service-Lifecylce Management is envisioned. 

1 Introduction 

The machinery and plant engineering encompasses more than 6.000 companies and 
approximately 978.000 employees which makes it to the largest industrial employers in 
the German industry. The increase of the mechanical engineering production by 24 
percent in the past 3 years clarifies the importance of this sector [Vdma13]. In addition 
to industrially manufactured products, industrial services are also of great importance. A 
majority of these services are inputs for the manufacturing sector, with the 
manufacturing sector as one of the largest buyers of business services [Edle13]. This 
results from the fact that in recent years suppliers of machines and plants have emerged 
from a mere producer to service providing producer, because customers are increasingly 
demanding integrated solutions to meet their individual needs [ThWL08a]. In this way, 
conventional products turn into customer-focused solutions that provide plant and 
machinery installers the opportunity for competitive differentiation [BhVF93]. The 
interface of the industrial service to the customer is provided by the Technical Customer 
Service (TCS). The TCS takes an active part in the utilization phase of a physical 
product and serves the purpose to maintain the performance of the property during the 
life cycle continuously. In addition, the TCS ensures that the investment of the users will 
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pay off in the long term [Harm99]. The traditional functions of the service technician 
include repair, inspection as well as maintenance activities that are performed on a 
service object at customers’ site [Walt10a]. Due to the product-related operations with 
technical consumer goods, the TCS has become an essential part of the so-called 
Product-Service Systems (PSS) and requires intelligent support in its knowledge-
intensive activity [ThWL08b]. 

A large number of systems exist aiming at supporting the service technician, e.g. 
diagnosis system, condition-monitoring, maintenance system and various teleservice 
system solutions. Besides, mobile assistance systems are increasingly used for 
processing service orders [MFÖK13]. The integration of mobile solutions into business 
processes owns a lot of potentials to revolutionize the service delivery at the “point of 
service” admittedly, but to date there is still no structured development of integrated 
systems that aim at real-time analysis of relevant service data and their communication 
and evaluation in an adequate way before, during and after a service process. In addition, 
appropriately processed data and thus important requirements from the customer’s 
perspective do not or insufficient flow back to the research and development and into the 
product planning phases of the manufacturer. This is somewhat surprising regarding the 
already identified growing importance of service and support as a Big Data field of 
application [Bitk12]. In fact, it is challenging for traditional data analysis to cope with 
emerging requirements, imposed by the growing data volumes, the increasing number of 
data users, the growing number of data sources and the demand for real-time analysis 
[ZiLa13]. The challenge is even amplified by current surveys showing that in future the 
number of intelligent networked products and services will continue to multiply 
exponentially in all industries [Deut14]. To meet these challenges, an effective data 
preparation and use is required, which provides the integration, processing and 
deployment of service relevant data along the value creation process of the Product-
Service System and including the value added partners with the aim to optimize the data 
usage so that these information can be integrated into new products and services. For this 
reason, an appropriate Big Data-based infrastructure is necessary to meet the demands of 
the growing data of the TCS.  

In this paper, we investigate Big Data issues in the field of the Technical Customer 
Service and provide a conceptual Big Data-based Service Management framework for 
the TCS. Section 2 introduces to Service Management in the area of the TCS by 
providing fundamental knowledge about TCS processes and pointing out information 
needs as well as data occurrences within these service processes. In section 3, we 
categorize the Big Data topics and transfer them to the TCS domain. Further, Big Data 
analytic tools are presented. In section 4 a conceptual framework of Big Data leverage is 
described including potencials for the TCS. Section 5 reveals challenges of Big Data in 
the service sector and section 6 concludes our approach and gives an outlook to further 
research. 
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2 Service Management and the Technical Customer Service 

2.1 Technical Customer Service Processes 

The service process involves activities undertaken to realize and deliver the service 
[BoYa05]. A service process of the TCS consists of various functions and sub-processes, 
which may occure in different manifestations depending on the company. The master 
and transaction data serve as a base that enrich the functions and processes (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Functions, data and actors of a service process (referring to [Vdma08]) 

The customer initiates the service process by contacting the TCS so that the contact 
management takes place. After the contact management occurred the service process 
passes the stages order procedure, action planning, execution and feedback ending with 
the billing of the service order. The service process can pass through different 
departments that operate on the service process. Each department may require a slightly 
different view of the service processes where different requirements for the Service 
Management solution emerge. Stakeholders of those departments can be, for example, 
employees of the helpdesk, customer service employees, service field workers, 
accountants and logistics experts. Within the service process functions and sub-processes 
arise, e.g. installation administration, complaint management, which can vary depending 
on the service order. The execution of these functions and sub-processes needs access on 
master and transaction data and transmitts in turn data back after processing [Vdma08]. 
A wide variety of IT resources and capabilities are relevant to provide the transaction 
and master data required for the execution of the customer service process [RaMB05]. 
The integration of mobile IT improves the service process and supports the service 
technician at multiple levels by providing required information in real-time 
[ÖFMD13][BrTW08]. The service technician needs the relevant information about the 
state of the system and the documentation and order data either for remote operation or 
when he is at the customer’s site in a timely manner. [BNST08][Walt09]. The 
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integration of mobile devices introduces higher levels of flexibility and personalization 
of the service technician and presents organizations opportunities to integrate new or 
enhanced business processes that would result in greater productivity, efficiency and 
effectiveness [CoHH08]. Information needs of the TCS causes that there is the necessity 
to integrate appropriate IS to support the operation and the staff efficiently. For ensuring 
the competitiveness and quality of the service, it is important to structure and process the 
information needs and existing data of the service phases and sub-processes with 
analytical methods that meet the demands of the growing (big) data. 

2.2 Information Needs and Data Occurrence in Service Processes 

Information can be declared as a fundamental component for the performance of a 
service process. For this reason, the usage of IS is a critical success factor to provide the 
TCS employees the needed information for a qualitative service delivery [RaMB05]. The 
activities of employees require in-depth knowledge, skills and sufficient trained IT 
support to cope with the wide range of tasks. Thus not only information about the service 
itself, but also information about the considered products are required [Stil03] which are 
likewise important for the entire value chain [Walt10b][ÖsSe06]. The information base 
must also include customer data due to the customer proximity of the service technician 
[DeWB09]. In all phases of the service process including the functions and sub-
processes, the documentation of information occurs [Stil03]. Documents that are stored 
as data with IS, provide information that can be recycled [WaPK95]. The documented 
facts are also fundamental part in the subsequent assessment phase of service provision, 
since this information is used for after-sales purposes and conveys retroactively 
information by explicit analysis of the service provision [Harm99] [PoMi85]. While 
traditional Knowledge Management encompasses the activities of maintaining, 
structuring, representing and sharing of knowledge within an organization 
[ScLe02][Sofi14], requirements for Knowledge Management changed through the 
growing amount of large data sets caused by multiple systems and actors in the value 
creation process [KaWa14]. These generated or received data during a service process 
can be of structured, semi-structured or unstructured nature (Figure 2). Examples for 
structured data are customer master data that reside in fixed fields, like columns or rows 
[MCBB11]. Placed in a relational database the fields and their relations to one another 
are clearly defined [Cóte14]. Semi-structured data are also structured to a certain grade 
but they also own an unstructured part (e.g. e-mails in which the head of the mail follows 
a clear structure but the body can be of unstructured nature comprising contents and 
attachments of any type or XML and RSS-feeds). Unstructured data comprise data that 
do not reside in fixed fields and include free-form text or human language, e.g. articles, 
talks, untagged audio [Russ11]. Within a service process, the involved actors generate 
unstructured data by people to people communication in virtual communities, social 
networks or web logs. Also a communication between people and applications or 
machines exist like data resulting from e-commerce or data generated by using specific 
mobiles. Machine to machine communication includes data from sensors, GPS data or 
images and videos from cameras [KlTH13]. Embedded systems are now integrated into 
a variety of objects and thus endow them with intelligence. Equipped with sensors, 
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intelligent objects capture data from their environment and react upon them [Deut14] 
which occasions increasing data traffic without human interaction. 
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Figure 2: Data structures of a service process (referring to [KlTH13]) 

These different types of data are generated in the multimedia-based and knowledge-
intense environment [Kant11] and need data-mining methods to handle them and make 
them analyzable.  

3 Big Data 

3.1 Big Data Topics and their Pertinence to the TCS 

In recent years, Big Data has become a new ubiquitous term [BRMH13] but however no 
consistent definition exists [KlTH13]. Chen et al. (2012) see Big Data Analytics as a 
related field of Business Intelligence (BI). The term comprises large and complex data 
sets that require advanced IT for data storage, analysis and visualization [ChCS12]. 
Initial situation that triggers Big Data, includes data collection from enterprises of 
various department sections and even data beyond their own company, like data of 
customers and business partners [BrCM11]. Elementary components of the Big Data 
topic are four basic properties, namely volume, velocity, variety and veracity [BRMH13]. 
While the property volume relates to the amount of data, variety refers to its 
heterogenity. In the range of velocity measures and techniques need to be integrated to 
optimize the speed of data processing [Lyce13]. Veracity concerns data regarding their 
quality. Transferring the Big Data topics to the TCS we ascertained the following 
findings. 

Variety. The traditional functions of the service technician comprise the tasks of 
maintenance, which include the maintenance, inspection and improvement [Din12]. 
They are mainly carried out at the customers’ site on a service object. A challenge in the 
performance of maintenance tasks consists of the large number of manufacturers whose 
service objects underly various maintenance requests, so that the service technician 
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needs to be available of a wide range of subject-specific knowledge at the right ”point of 
service“. Effective data preparation and data use allow the automation of routine service 
and analysis of service cases, so that the service engineer can focus on the difficult cases 
[Bitk12]. Despite these efforts, the engineers are increasingly overtaxed without a 
comprehensive preparation and provision of diverse data on mobile assistance systems 
as a consequence of the enormous product variety and complexity of the complicated 
maintenance tasks [MFÖK13]. 

Velocity. The increasing interconnection of physical objects with information-
processing components (also known as cyber-physical systems [GeBr12]), e.g. sensors, 
generates data which require a fast transfer. The continuous monitoring of sensor data 
enables predictive handling of technical problems and avoidance of far-reaching 
damages. For example, a trouble-free maintenance of an air conditioning, which is used 
for cooling server rooms, has to be guaranteed. If a fault is transmitted via sensors, the 
responsible object manager needs to be informed. Such errors, error messages and other 
information about the state of the plant have to be used to prevent impairments of the 
machinery. However, sensor data need to be transferred in real-time to the appropriate 
positions in order to avoid such downtime. 

Volume. To facilitate analysis and conclusions in terms of product development, the 
collection, analysis and correct interpretation of all relevant data from the environment 
of the service object is required. Also data in form of huge amounts of unstructured text 
from service reports or product forums of the social web need to be used to draw 
conclusions on problems or opportunities for product and service improvement 
[MCBB11]. 

Veracity. Information generated by sensors but also additional information, such as 
customer feedback data may include noise, errors and distortions but information need to 
be accurate and reliable for decision making. Incompleteness and errors must be 
managed during data analysis but doing this correctly is a challenge [ABBD11]. 

As the previous sections have revealed, the problems that are at the heart of Big Data 
and that are characterized by the four “V”s also increasingly gain importance in the 
context of the TCS. Hence, Big Data analytic tools can be leveraged to tackle these 
challenges in the TCS associated to the four “V”s.  

3.2 Big Data Analytic Tools 

The analysis and mining of Big Data is challenging. In order to make use of Big Data 
deep analysis, instead of just generating simple report forms, is needed [CCDL13]. Data 
warehouse is a relational database system used for storing, analyzing and reporting 
functions of structured data employing Standard Query Language (SQL). Unstructured 
data are of a more complex nature what makes tradtitional methods of storing and 
managing impractical [Baks12]. “Not only SQL” (NoSQL) database management 
systems are designed for large-scale data storage of a huge quantity of data especially 
when the data’s nature does not require a relational model [Hoss13]. The MapReduce 
algorithm was developed to process large data collections and builds the foundation for 
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Apache Hadoop which is a distributed file system modeled on Google File Systems 
(GFS) and a distributed processing framework, using both MapReduce concepts and a 
distributed database called HBase [BoCL12]. Hadoop also includes a cluster file system 
that scales to store massive amounts of data, also called Hadoop Distributed File System 
(HDFS). The MapReduce algorithm is dived into two phases. In the map-phase input 
data is subdivided into smaller workloads and are assigned to a map-task that processes 
each block of data. The result is a sorted list that is spread in the reduce-phase. Out of the 
preliminary result from the map-phase, the final output is produced and written to the 
HDFS [Baks12][KlTH13]. Since Big Data become present, different storage systems 
have been developed [RSJG12]. However, in consideration of the developments, new IT 
infrastructure opportunities build the starting point towards the intelligent management 
of data and their usage, especially in the field of the TCS. 

4 A Conceptual Big Data-based Service Management Framework 

Much of the value that Big Data can create in the TCS sector requires the access and 
varied use of data from multiple sources across the extended enterprise [MCBB11]. 
Figure 3 shows the crucial partners participating in the general extended value-adding 
chain.  
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Figure 3: Big Data-platform for the TCS 

The partners contribute to the product-supporting service provision and are differentiated 
into the work areas research and development, process engineering and manufacturing, 
warehousing and sales [FHBT11]. The manufacturer in total creates necessary data that 
are relevant for the service provision of the TCS (e.g. product data, manual or service 
handbook). However, the heterogeneous amount of data the TCS needs to be available of 
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and which is generated by the plurality of machines and equipment is difficult to control 
because the service objects underly different maintenance requests, e.g. operating 
instructions. In addition to the data and information provided by the work areas of the 
manufacturer the TCS itself generates also information about the service object, service 
order or customer within the back office or in the field. These can be structured or 
unstructured data comprising service reports, protocols, lack messages, bills or simple 
comments about the service order. Due to the increasing interconnectedness of physical 
objects with information-processing components, data of the service object itself are 
transmitted to the TCS and their devices. Sensor data must be integrated into the service 
process and transmit in real-time to relevant authorities. At the same time a further 
channel, the web, is claimed by the increased cross-linking and presence of producers 
and service providers on the internet. Here, information is shared among customers and 
also partly employees of the company. The bidirectional arrow directions indicate the 
data and information exchange between the actors and objects. 

Hitherto, regarding the information flow between the partners of the value chain, 
research has focused on the integration of information across the value chain with the 
aim to provide improved (mobile) access to information that are stored in an integrated 
information system [TWLN07][BlNü10]. Taking these underlying conditions into 
account, an appropriate Big Data-based processing is needed to allow an exploratory, 
retrospective and prospective analysis of data in order to support the Service 
Management of the TCS. The proposed Big Data-platform should contain a generic 
collection of methods, algorithms and use case descriptions intended to facilitate and 
guide implementation of Big Data systems in the TCS domain. The data reflow from the 
platform constitutes the supply of information. The leverage of Big Data in the domain 
of the TCS is the use of customer-related data to provide insights for the benefit of all 
partners in the value chain. Data- and text-mining algorithms used for unstructured data 
allow their editing and reflow to relevant actors of the value-chain. Especially for 
research and development departments great opportunities are offered to accelerate 
product development, product improvements and service-efficient product development 
that minimize production costs and harness consumer insights [MCBB11]. Analyzing 
service-relevant data in real-time at the mobile point of service enables a preventive 
maintenance of the TCS by direct information evaluation and provision, e.g. through 
fault hypotheses and user-driven data analysis using “one click mining”-concepts 
[BMKT13]. Preventive actions improve customer satisfaction and provide for a more 
efficient warehousing [KuWD09]. Thus, the user is able to benefit from the analysis 
algorithms in the context of their daily work without requiring help of experts. This 
helps to improve the autonomy of the TCS and allows the automation of other service 
instances. The real-time processing of both structured and unstructured data plays 
especially for ensuring the operability of the systems an important role since it affects 
performance-critical product-related services. Also errors can be spotted in early 
development phases, since the cost for errors increase considerably in each stage of the 
product lifecycle [ABBD11]. A holistic optimization of the service lifecycle can be 
realized because manufacturers have tremendous potential to generate value from the use 
of large datasets, integrating data across the extended value chain and applying advanced 
analytical techniques to raise their productivity both by increasing efficiency and 
improving the quality of their products [MCBB11].  
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5 Challenges of Applying Big Data in the TCS Domain  

Gathering and analyzing large amounts of data for both gaining real-time insight into the 
operation of the TCS and to inform other departments such as warehousing and sales has 
not been proposed to date. However, the core idea of controlling the growing mass of 
information and data through innovative solutions is associated with challenges. Data 
analysis, organization, retrieval and modelling of different structures and created by 
different departments of the value chain are foundational challenges. Furthermore, the 
interconnection of machines to other computer systems and the growing importance of 
the web afford additional data that may also possible sources of error: computer systems 
can have bugs or results can be based on erroneous data [ABBD11]. Moreover semantic 
challenges exist which makes it difficult to extract only those information that are 
relevant for the value-added content of a company out of an unstructured mass 
[ZaPG13]. In human collaboration, which is given in the TCS domain, the extra 
challenge is the uncertainty of the data collection devices. Smart devices used for Big 
Data analytics and even the so-called “Bring Your Own Device”-trend (BYOD) are 
critical regarding data privacy and can be seen as a further driver for data growth. 
Traditional instruments of the data protection law are barely to deploy although the 
Federal Data Protection Act commands that data which is gathered for different purposes 
need to be processed isolated (separation rule). Gathered data can only be processed and 
used for purposes that are compatible with the purpose of the collection (purpose 
limitation) but Big Data requires the decoupling of data from their purpose. Even with 
BYOD there is a risk, that data may be alienated [Conr13]. Further, attempts in mobile 
web attacks have increased, along with the growth of mobile device users. Especially 
mobile web services are affected by this because service methods of many businesses 
have changed to web-based services, and their dependence on web system has also 
increased with the rapid increase in mobile web applications [HaLe14]. As we can see a 
wide range of challenges exist affecting different scopes. Big Data users need to be 
aware of these challenges to work efficiently with Big Data solutions and to avoid 
adverse consequences. 

6 Conclusion and Outlook 

While the relevance of Big Data is widely discussed in the fields of social media, 
e-commerce [BRMH13] and healthcare [Cóte14], it is not prevalent in the machinery 
and plant engineering and it’s accompanying TCS yet. Especially social media is seen as 
a showpiece for Big Data due to the variety of user data and the need to calculate and 
analyze them to control offers in real time and provide an optimized referral marketing. 
The service sector is equally affected by Big Data problems through the necessity of 
information and the increasing use of mobile IS which also cause a wide variety of data 
in structured, semi-structured or unstructured form. Expecially product-related services 
of the TCS require analytical tools that enable the effective and efficient processing of 
data before, during and afterwards the service process. For ensuring the competitiveness 
and quality of the service delivery it is important to structure and process the existing 
data. Big Data analytic tools support the return of processed data back from service 
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delivery into the planning phase of product development. This enables a holistic 
optimized product-service lifecycle management by submitting current issues, problems 
and suggestions to each actor of the extended value chain. This paper provides a 
conceptual framework for a Big Data-based Service Management of the TCS. 
Opportunities are revealed and challenges described that occure as side-effects of Big 
Data technologies. In a next step, it is planned to gather existing applications and 
required interfaces in the field of the TCS to specifiy appropriate Big Data-based 
analytic algorithms to enable the demand-actuated recall of integrated and rehashed 
service data. 
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